
 

Investment Decision Rules 
 

Key Characteristics of Projects 
 

Profitability 
● Affected by Cash Flows and its: 

○ Expected Amount 
○ Expected Timing ( Time Value of 

Money ) 
 

Risk 
● Investors will demand higher return 

when  risk  is higher 
● Discount Rate Increases  as  Risk 

Increases 
 

***Both characteristics go  hand-in-hand , where higher profitability means less risk and vice versa*** 
***Discount Rate refers to the  expected rate of return  of the investment by  investors *** 

 

In making decisions, we must have 
● Measure of Value that accounts for: 

○ Time Value of Money 
○ Risk  (Taking into account Discount Rate usually takes into account Risk) 

● Investment Decision Rules  that: 
○ Make it clear whether or not to  Accept  or  Reject  the project 
○ Can  compare multiple projects  and determine which is the most  profitable 
○ Reflects the  Owner’s Expectations 

■ Higher  Discount Rates  suggest that owners expect  MORE  returns 
■ Lower  Discount Rates  suggest that owners expect  LESS  returns 

 

Investment Decision Rule 1: Net Present Value 
 

Net Present Value (NPV)  -  Equal to the present value of the benefits minus the present value of the 
costs of the investment 

 
***Accept if  NPV > 0,  Reject if  NPV < 0 *** 

***For typical projects,  NPV Decreases  as  Discount Rate Increases *** 
 

 



 

Mutually Exclusive Investments  -  A group of investments where taking one of the investments 
means we cannot take the others (E.g. Land cannot be used to build a house and a farm at the same 
time) 

● NPV  rule shows that pursuing that investment is equivalent to receiving the  NPV  in cash today 
● To choose between Mutually Exclusive Investments 

○ Just pick alternative with  HIGHEST NPV 
 

Investment Decision Rule 2: Internal Rate of Return 
 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)  -  Discount rate by which NPV will be equal to 0 
 

 
***Accept if  Discount Rate < IRR,  Reject if  Discount Rate > IRR *** 

***The  Higher  the  Discount Rate , the  Lower  the  NPV *** 
 

Sometimes, the graph looks weird, and hence,  IRR  will not be that useful (Use  NPV instead ) 

 
Conventional Cash Flows 
 

Conventional  Cash Flow 
● Involves an upfront investment (negative net cash flow) 
● Then can only be followed be  zero  or  positive cash flows  all years thereafter 

 



 

● Results in a  sloping graph  that can be used to find  IRR 
 

Non-conventional  Cash Flow 
● Anything that isn’t conventional 
● Will result in a weird curve rendering  IRR  useless 

 

Finding an IRR 
 

Solving Directly  (for Simple Cash Flow Structures) 
1. Write out  NPV Equation  and set  NPV = 0 
2. Find for  r  to get the  IRR 

 
 

***This is a rare occasion and can usually only apply to simple projects*** 
 

Guess and Check 
1. Guess a discount rate and compute  NPV 
2. Generally if  NPV > 0,  try a  larger discount rate  and repeat steps 
3. Gets  IRR  when  NPV = 0 

 

Algorithmic  (Spreadsheet or Financial Calculator) 

 

Comparing Projects using IRR 
 
At 4%: 

● NPV (Red) > NPV (Blue) 
 
At 5.5% 

● NPV (Red) = NPV (Blue) 

 



 

 

***Comparing projects using IRR will  depend  on the graph*** 
 

*** Maximum Deviation = IRR - Cost of Capital Rate*** 
 

Investment Decision Rule 3: Payback Period 
 

Payback Period  -  Time it takes to pay back the initial investment 
 

 
***Payback period is between 2 and 3 periods (where Cumulative Cash Flow = 0)*** 

***WIth Payback Period, the only thing we care about is the  breakeven point,  which can be bad*** 
 

Drawbacks of Payback Period 
 

 
***Payback period will suggest cash flow 1 to be the better option as it  breakevens  faster   even 

though the  NPV  of cash flow 2 is  larger *** 
 

Summary of Investment Decision Rules 
 

 



 

 
Special Cases 
 

Comparing Recurring Expenses 
 

Equivalent Annual Annuity  -  Constant annual cash flow that has the same present value as the 
actual cash flows of a project 
 

Recurring Expenses may have different  Contract Terms  making direct  comparison difficult 
● Need to convert each to a  standardised period  and compute an  equivalent annual cost 

 

To find the  Annual Cost  for the  Contract : 
1. Calculate  NPV  at the Project  Discount Rate 
2. Find an  annuity  with length matching the  contract length  and the  same NPV 
3. Equivalent  Annual Cost = Cash Flow of Annuity 
4. Choose solution with  Lowest Annual Annuity Cash Flow Cost 

 

 
***Basically finding ‘C’ in the annuity cash flow formula*** 

 

Choosing Projects with Limited Resources 
 

When resources are  Constrained , aim is to  MAXIMISE Value 
● Choose combination of possible projects that will yield  Highest NPV 

○ Using simple decision rules may leave  key resources  unused 
● We can compare projects by finding the  Profitability Index 

 
 
 

 
 

 


